RescueBot Drop Test Instructions
May 3rd, 2013
Summary
This document describes a drop test to be performed by the EVA team at the Mars
Society research station trip, May 2013. The test involves attaching one of two parachutes to a
box, turning on the electronics and the camera, loading all items into a cargo tube, and attaching
the tube to a balloon. A line attached to the tube is pulled to dump out the contents once the
balloon reaches an altitude of around 500 feet.
The purpose of these tests is to (a) verify the basic GPS-reading and data-recording
functionality of the electronics and software, and (b) compare the performance of two different
parachutes. The next section gives an overview of the drop test, and following sections show
more specific instructions for attaching the chutes, turning on the camera, and powering-up the
electronics.
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Test Procedure
1. Take pictures and videos of all parts of this procedure (within reason)
2. Fold-up parachute (see instructions) and load into bottom of cargo tube
3. Plug-in electronics
4. Turn on camera (see instructions)
5. Put electronics box into tube
a. Make sure camera is facing UPWARD
6. Attach cargo tube to balloon using top loop of string
a. The tube should be able to pivot when fishing line is pulled
7. Allow fishing line to unspool as balloon climbs
a. Consider putting a rod through the middle of the spool
8. When fishing line is near its end, pull sharply on the line
a. This should dump-out the contents of the tube
b. Practice the pull magnitude and duration before attaching the tube to the balloon
9. After electronics box and parachute reach the ground, immediately
a. Unplug electronics
b. Stop camera recording, then turn off camera power once light turns green
10. Record the following items:
a. How the box and parachute were configured after landing
i. Position of parachute relative to electronics box (on top, or to the side?)
ii. Anything tangled, broken, etc.
b. Wind speed
c. Approximate horizontal distance from balloon to landing spot
d. Anything interesting or unexpected

Parachute Attachment
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Electronics Powerup
There are two wires with connectors sticking out of the electronics box. Simply plug-in the
connector firmly (there is only one orientation that should work – red to red, black to black).

Camera Operation

Turning-on power

“Waking up,” then starting to record

Getting ready to record video:
a) Make sure the Mode slider is in the "Video" position (slider is on the right side)
b) Turn the Power slider "On" (slider is on the left side, see top-left photo)
c) Press the top button -- a red light should appear, and should turn green after a few
seconds, indicating it's in standby mode
Recording video:
a) Press the top button, which should turn the light red (recording)
Stop recording video and turn off power:
a) Press the top button, which should turn the light back to green (standby)
b) ONLY AFTER THE LIGHT TURNS GREEN, set Power slider to “OFF”

Additional Notes
If tipping the tube does not effectively eject the electronics box and parachute, try the
following alternative method:
a) Detach the fishing line from the tube, and attach it to an object (could be pencils or pieces
of scrap material nearly as large as the tube diameter)
b) Load object into the tube first
c) Load the parachute and electronics box on top of the object
d) When the fishing line is pulled, it should tip the tube, pull out the object at the bottom of
the tube, and all other contents with it

